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Non Destruc�ve Tes�ng is a group of analysis techniques used to evaluate the proper�es 

of a component, material or a system without damaging it. This technique is applied on 

new as well as old Concrete Structures so as to determine if the structure is suitable for its 

designed use. These structure needs to be tested without causing damage to them.



Common Problems in Old Buildings

Ü Corrosion of reinforcement in RCC elements like beams, 

columns, slabs, balconies, staircases, etc.

Ü Spalling of Concrete cover

Ü Disintegra�on of Concrete

Ü Cracking of Concrete in beams, columns, lintels, etc. 

Ü Damage and disintegra�on of terrace, masonry walls, parapet 

walls, etc.

Line of Approach & Methodology 

Detailed inves�ga�on is conducted to determine the extent of damage to suggest proper Rehabilita�on 

measure. 

Visual Observation & Comprehensive Photography

Detec�ng and recording all visible signs of distress in various structural members helps to determine the 

quantum of tes�ng necessary to be carried out.

Basic Methods of NDT for Concrete Structures

Rebound Hammer Test- RH (Schmidt Test)

This test is used to check the surface hardness of concrete. Rebound Hammer is a surface hardness tester 

depic�ng the link between strength of concrete and the Rebound number of hammer. The only known 

instrument working on the Rebound principle for concrete tes�ng is the Schmidt Hammer which weighs 

about 4lb (1.8 kg). The surface under test may be horizontal or ver�cal or at any angle but the instrument 

needs to be calibrated in that posi�on. 

Schmidt Hammer can also be used for determining the 

uniformity of concrete and making comparisons, thus it can 

not be overstressed. The results can be affected by factors 

like type of cement, coarse aggregate, surface smoothness, 

size and shape of the specimen, moisture content and the 

extent of carbona�on of surface.

Applications & Limitations 

The buildings are visually inspected to detect weaknesses like width and pa�ern of cracks, corrosion of 

reinforcement, loss of concrete cover, exposed reinforcement, color & texture of concrete, condi�on of 

fixtures etc. All such short-comings are photographed through digital photography. This exercise assists in 

iden�fying the various loca�ons to be covered later during Non-Destruc�ve Tes�ng.



Pull-out Test
This test measures the force required to pull a specially shaped steel rod from 

the concrete which has been casted into the concrete to a depth of 3 inches 

(7.6 cm). The force required to pull out the concrete can be related to its 

compressive strength, although the concrete is under tension and shear 

simultaneously. This technique can quan�ta�vely measure the in-situ 

strength of concrete a�er making proper correla�ons between coefficients 

of varia�on of pull-out strengths and compressive strengths. 

Applications & Limitations 

Pull-out test provide informa�on about the maturity and development of strength of the representa�ve 

part of the concrete. The major drawback of this test method is that it requires a pre-planning and the pull-

out assemblies have to set into the framework before placing the concrete. This is a destruc�ve test 

causing minor damages but it can be made Non-destruc�ve by applying that minimum pull-out force 

which can stop short of failure and the minimum strength has been reached. 

CAPO (Cut and Pull Out) Test

This test is used to determine the in-situ compressive strength of the 

concrete in the pre-exis�ng structures without making a pre-planning. It 

measures the force required to pullout an embedded metal inserted into a 

concrete structure. A slow load is applied on the structure and the actual 

compressive strength proper�es are measured. 

Applications & Limitations 

CAPO Test helps determine in-situ strength of the structure, strength of fire damaged structures among 

others ensuring safety related to structure.  

Ultrasonic Pulse Velocity (UPV) Test

The test instrument produces and introduces a wave pulse into the concrete 

and sense pulse arrival and measures the �me taken by the pulse to travel 

through the concrete. The Ultrasonic Tes�ng Equipment is portable and 

simple to operate. This technique helps to assess the homogeneity and 

quality of concrete in rela�on to standard requirements. 

Applications & Limitations 

This method can be successfully applied in the laboratory and at the field. This technique can be applied on 

the exis�ng structures as well as those under construc�on. It can also be used for quality control and 

diagnosing the deteriora�ons. High Pulse Velocity readings indicate good quality concrete. 

General Conditions Pulse Velocity ft/sec

Excellent

Good

Ques�onable

Poor

Very Poor

Above 15000

12000 – 15000

10000 – 12000

7000 – 10000

Below 7000



Half Cell Potential Technique

This technique is used to evaluate the poten�al of concrete in promo�ng corrosion ac�vity of 

reinforcement by using Half Cell Poten�al Test. It is a quick method to assess reinforcement corrosion over 

a wide area. The instrument measures the poten�al and the electrical resistance between the surface and 

reinforcement to evaluate the corrosion ac�vity and the prevailing condi�ons of the covered layer during 

the test. 

Applications & Limitations 

It does not rate the corrosion or signifies whether corrosion has started or 

not. This method indicates the corrosion ac�vity associated with steel 

embedded in concrete and can be applied regardless of their size and depth 

of the concrete cover. 
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